National Expected Indian Invited Speakers

Agarwal A., CSIR-National Physical Laboratory, India
Antony B., Indian School of Mines, India
Bhatt P., Inter University Accelerator Centre, India
Banerjee Arup, RRCAT, Indore, India
Chakera J.A., RRCAT, Indore
Chakraborty P., Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, India
Chaurasia S., Bhabha Atomic Reserach Centre, Mumbai, India
Das M., Bhabha Atomic Research Center, India
Das P. K., Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, India
Dhawan A., IIT Delhi
Gopal R., University of Allahabad
Goswami D., Indian Institute of Technology, India
Gupta D., Indian School of Mines, India
Gupta N.K., Bhabha Atomic Research Center, India
Gupta P.K., RRCAT, Indore
Gupta R., Delhi Technological University (DTU), India
Jagtap B.N. IIT Mumbai, INDIA
Joshipura K., Sardar Patel University, Gujarat
Kanjilal D., Inter University Accelerator Centre, India New Delhi, India
Kaur J., Indian School of Mines, India
Khan A., Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Kolkata, India
Krishnakumar E., Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, India
Kumar A., Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi, India
Kamal P Singh IISER, Mohali, India
Late D., CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory Pune, India
Mandal A., BARC, India
Mishra Satya R., RRCAT, Indore
Mitra D., University of Kalyani, India
Nandi T, Inter University Accelerator Centre, India New Delhi, India
Naghma R., Indian School of Mines, India
Naik P.A., RRCAT, Indore
Nair L., Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi India
Natarajan A., SIWS College, India
Natarajan L., University of Mumbai, India
Nautiyal Vinod P., SSC, DU
Panigrahi P. IISER, Kolkata, India
Peter A. J., Government Arts College, India
Rahangdale H., Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, India
Rajput J., University of Delhi, India
Ramakrishnan V., (Kerala, India)
Rapol U. D., IISER Pune, India
Rath A. D., BARC, India
Razdan A. K., Laser Science & Technology Centre, India
Reddy M. N., Laser Science and Technology Centre, India
Roy U., Indian Institute of Technology Patna, India
Safvan C. P., Inter University Accelerator Centre, India
Sandhu B.S., Punjabi University, Patiala
Santosh R., BITS Pilani, INDIA
Sharma Suresh, Delhi Technological University (DTU), India
Sharma Rinku, Delhi Technological University (DTU), India
Shukla A.K., Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, India
Singh Avnindra Kumar, DDUC, DU
Soni R., Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, India
Srivastava R., IIT Roorkee, India
Tewari A., Delhi Technological University (DTU), India
Tribedi Lokesh.C., Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, India
Unnikrishnan B. S., Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, India